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The reaction is:

p + p-*p. + \i + anything (1)

and _ p.— + anything . (2)

We discuss muons now because, at very high luminosity,

there may be advantages over electrons. The apparatus is

simpler - one sacrifices mass resolution hut in a first

survey of the problem, this may make some sense. Discrimination

against muons from pion (kaon) decay gets easier as the

muon momentum increases.

An arrangement is sketched in Figs. 1 and 2.

A cylindrical iron shield, magnetized parallel to the

beam pipe surrounds the vacuum pipe and serves to reduce

the hadronic flux from a total of ~ 5 x 10 /sec. (We

take 4 as multiplicity near 90° at ISA energy, L = 10 sec" .)

The magnetization of the 3 m thick iron results in a

momentum determination somewhat better than 12% assuming a

point source. This is measured by a cylindrical set of

widely spaced wires operating in the Charpak mode, with

drift time recording to improve spatial resolution (,+ 2-3 mm).

The return yoke is used to redetermine the momentum to

=» 18% giving a check and a final Ap/p ~ 11%. Position along
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the length of the wire is also recorded.

The experiment is massive (800 tons of Fe and a 25 ft

x 25 ft cross section) - but the components, logic etc.

are simple.

The arrangement sketched has the following properties:

It can be triggered by: (a) hadrons which survive the

absorber (4 m of steel); (b) pions (kaons) which decay into

muons of enough energy to penetrate the absorber (5.3 GeV).

In both cases, the data are examined and the momentum

of the triggering particle measured. Further discrimination

then results.

Theory: The search for muon pairs is a search for

virtual photons of mass Q and hence a study of the "form

factors" i.e., the coupling of timelike photons to hadrons

at high Q . Current theoretical models have no problem

relating this process to deeply inelastic scattering and to

lepton-lepton colliding ring interactions. The very high S
2

of Isabelle and Q = s makes this an important reaction in

the overall hadron-photon problem. In particular, quark-

parton models (some, anyway) can, for example, make well

defined predictions as to the details of the above reaction,

given sufficient data on ep and e e~ - hadrons, also neutrino-

nucleon data play a role. The main interest however, lies

in the second reaction - which is also sensitive to weak

processes; i.e.,

P + P-.U, + v a
 + anything .
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The CVC theorem permits us to understand the hadron-

virtual W vertex because of its relation to the hadron-

virtual photon vertex- Thus, the observation of (1) enables

a prediction of (2). The study of weak interactions at

high energies (/s approaching 600 GeV) is a goal well

worth* very major effort.

Present Status and Expectations

The first question one asks is: Is there any hope

that these reactions are practically observable? One can

surely say that, indeed, there is such hope. This steins

from purely dimensional arguments involving scaling and

the assumption that it is reasonable to "scale" the one

observation of reaction (1) made at BNL. A somewhat stronger

expectation based on scaling from deeply inelastic

scattering must rest on details of specific theoretical

models these give a somewhat more pessimistic result.

However, recent results from the highest energies presently

available demonstrate continuing surprises, e.g. large

transverse momenta, rising total cross sections.

Expected Rates

The calculation of rates is of course model dependent.

Dimensional scaling leads to a mass spectrum:

when integrated over transverse and longitudinal distributions

of the dilepton. A proper experiment must however be guided
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by the expectations as to these unknown distributions.

It is therefore useful to study what models have to say

here - at least in order to understand what is thinkable.

One approach is to simply adopt some convenient phenomenological

models, i.e.. the dilepton comes out isotropically with

3(4) body phase space - or, it is peaked forward and backward

with the maximum available energy or it is ntcide at rest etc.

We present, here, some predictions based on the following

models:

1) Drell-Yan parton-antiparton annihilation

l J axo

P2a ( xl ) F25 ( : j2 )

x l

J 2 «C*i*2-
T) E

o a

9 '

Vs and

is the probability of finding a parton of type a

in the incident proton (momentum p) with momentum

x,P .

F2i ( x2 }

—s- = similar term for the antiparton.
X2 -

The partons were invented so that:

Z F«
a *

In Drell-Yan, we have P2
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2) Modified Drell-Yan: Kuti-Weisakopf or BBK .

Here the anti-parton distribution in the proton is restricted

to a "core" or "sea" contribution! i.e., only anti-partons

that form parton-anti-parton sea are available for

annihilation. Thus they are "wee" or have small probability

of large x. Kinematically, this means that the resulting

dilepton will be produced in the direction of the incident

parton (strong forward-backward peaking):

2S 1
P(x) = -&— = ±C(x) + V(x)

P(x)

3) Preliminary conclusions drawn from neutrino and

anti-neutrino data lead to the possibility that the sea is

even more strongly suppressed, so we also treat a "BGP model".

P(x) = 0 for x a 0.2 __

P(x) = (0.2 - x ) 2 x s 0.2

The major effect of the cutoff is to suppress high mass

2 I

events m s vx s , and to produce a strong forward and

backward peaking of the produced lepton pairs. This makes

ISR type of observations more difficult.

Figure 3 shows the results of comparing models for

pairs and for W- production.

To translate these curves into counting rate, one

should note that ? ~ 1 sr solid angle leads to 1 event per
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10~ cm for 3 x 10 interactions. The larger solid angle

— 37 2proposed here would give ~ 10 events/GeV at 10 cm with

+32reasonable dwell times, assuming a luminosity of a 10

This would permit exploration up to ~ 50 GeV of pair mass

for the most pessimistic model sind s = 40,000. W— up to

70 GeV may be observed in this model. All of this assumes

a well understood background. These may be estimated only
2

on the basis of scaling from recent ISR results on pics

at small x:

d o _ 15 e l 'do
dPTdn

(a) The number of pions surviving the steel shield is

Nir = A n J fp?dr> • dP_ x 2-Z-l.!}—• x 2 x 108 int/sec .

5.3 * ° °

The attenuation factor 3 x 10" derives from assuming that,

after a transition curve peak at 4 mfp, the attenuation in

Fe has an e-folding of 8 in. Our 4 m shield is 20 mfp

so we use 16 mfp to attenuate 3 x the incident flux.

The interact

multiplicity in our Aft*

We get N ~ 5 x 10

(b) The number of muons from TT(K) decay:

The interaction rate is 5 x 10 and we take 4 as the

We get N ~ 5 x 10 "vsec, comfortably small.
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„ - p 0-025 . d2g JL.JL.
V " J 55 dPTdQ o 0 P TV T 0 T

We get:

N = 4 x 10~4/sec .

This jives an acceptable trigger rate at 10 sec"

luminosity. In the analysis of data, a further cut is

imposed which suffers from the poor momentum resolution

(+ 11%). We permit a 4a fluctuation up from smaller

P_ and find that cuts at ¥-, a 12, 13, 16 imply contributions

from 8, 9 and 11 GeV/c and yield rates:

8 . 9 X1

R^sec"1 3 x 10~3 1.6 x 10"4 8.2 x 10~6

V^ 24 26 32 GeV

1^ 2 x 10"2 1.5 x 10"2 5 x 10~3 BGP .

The R. assumed a 20% geometrical efficiency and a 10%

branching ratio into muons and the pessimistic BGP model.

W's are thus "easy". Pairs too stand out since one must

square the R^ rate and further reduce it by the ~ 1%

probability for correlations in high Pm hadrons (at large

effective mass). In the above table, R is the background

of single muons and R^ is the signal in the BGP model.



Conolusions;

More recent information on popular models still permits

searches for W- type objects with great sensitivity at the

s-values of Isabelle. If we assume an anti-partcn cutoff

at x = 0.2, the "kinematic" limit becomes

I "
in < V0.2 x 160,000 = 180 GeV .

This is contrasted with, say, ep storage rings and 15 GeV

electrons on 100 GeV protons:

m < /s * 55 GeV .

One also reasonably expects a "tail" to extend the mass

range in the pp case. The major impact is in the geometrical

arrangement and the necessity (if this model proves correct)

of looking forward. For W's, the rates are very high. The

pair observations, having always been rate limited are now

more difficult with practical limits:

/s = 200 m < 40 GeV

400 in < 50 GeV

under the new assumptions. We close by stressing that these

are guidelines - the domain is totally new and Anything

can happen.
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Conolusions:

More recent information on popular models still permits

searches for W— type objects with great sensitivity at the

s-values of Isabelle. If we assume an anti-parton cutoff

at x = 0.2, the "kinematic" limit becomes

in < V0.2 x 160,000 = 180 GeV .

This is contrasted with, say, ep storage rings and 15 GeV

electrons on 100 GeV protons:

m «; /s = 55 GeV .

One also reasonably expects a "tail" to extend the mass

range in the pp case. The major impact is in the geometrical

arrangement and the necessity (if this model proves correct)

of looking forward. For W's, the rates are very high. The

pair observations, having always been rate limited are now

more difficult with practical limits:

/s • 200 m ^ < 40 GeV

400 in < 50 GeV

under the new assumptions. We close by stressing that these

are guidelines - the domain is totally new and Anything

can happen.
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- p 0-025 d o
~ J 55 dP_,dfi
5.3 r

= 4 x l(T4/sec .

We get:

This gives an acceptable trigger rate at 10 sec

luminosity. In the analysis of data, a further cut is

imposed which suffers from the poor momentum resolution

(+ 11%). We permit a 4a fluctuation up from smaller

P_ and find that cuts at Pq, 2 12, 13, 16 imply contributions

from 8, 9 and 11 GeV/c and yield rates:

(Pen) 8 9 11

R^sec"1 3 x 10"3 1.6 x 10"4 8.2 x 10~6

K^ 24 26 32 GeV

F^ 2 x 10"2 1.5 x 10"2 5 x 1O~3 BGP .

The R^ assumed a 20% geometrical efficiency and a 10%

branching ratio into muons and the pessimistic BGP model.

W's are thus "easy". Pairs too stand out since one must

square the Rj,- rate and further reduce it by the ~ 1%

probability for correlations in high P_ hadrons (at large

effective mass). In the above table, R is the background

of single muons and R,. is the signal in the BGP model.


